Women's - 57kg

In case of a tie the following tiebreakers will be used:
1 Head-to-Head Tie Breaker - total the number of wins between the tied athletes
2 If there is still a tie, total number of points scored between the athletes that are tied.
The athlete that scored the most points
Men's -68kg

1. Damian Villa - CA

8. Steven Bowman - MD
9. Ivan Pagan Maldonado - CO

11. Ayden Christensen - UT
13. Nolan Miles - IN

4. Khalfani Harris - FL

7. James Choi - NJ
12. Celso Chua - CA

10. Thomas Hawkins - TX
16. Sean Gory - CA

5. Ayden Christensen - UT
18. Nolan Miles - IN

6. Khalfani Harris - FL

2. James Choi - NJ
15. Celso Chua - CA

3. Thomas Hawkins - TX


17. Steven Bowman - MD

19. Khalfani Harris - FL